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President’s Comments—January 2019
Behind the Lens with Mike King

“The End of Printing Photos”
Remember the days of printing photos from film?
You couldn’t wait to get back from a vacation or
event and take the roll of film to your local developer to get the photos printed. In the early days
the local stores would send the roll of film off and
maybe in a few days you could return to pick up
your images and relive the memories. Remember
the drive-up Photo Booths located in shopping
center parking lots? Then the advancement of the
one-hour photo developing and printing machines
popped up in every large store and pharmacy location. Then the world changed! The digital camera appeared on the scene and we still printed a
few images to share with friends and family and
even placed them into the “family album”. How
many of you printed photos on the home ink jet
printer until you realized it cost more in ink and
photo quality paper than taking it to a store to
print? The manufacturers even produced small 4 x
6 die sublimation printers that made quality prints
at a fair price. I guess it was when the digital camera improved to the point that printers and processors were not the standard for most and everyone simply saved their photos onto the computer.
This was where photos lived for most of their existence, never to be seen or shared by anyone.
With the invasion of the Smart Phone being used
as the “standard” camera today, there is no need
to print images. When you want to show or share
an image, you simply turn on your phone and go
to your gallery to view. You can share photos with
friends and family on social media and never leave
your home. No more getting out the large albums
of photos stuck to the waxy pages with yellowed
plastic cover sheets. No more faded, out of focus
images that were accepted even though they

were of questionable quality. What has become of
all those endless packs of negatives and photos of
questionable quality? Stored in someone’s closet
or filing cabinet to be discovered by the next generation to view and have an insight to the past. I
have unsuccessfully tried to scan the old negatives, slides and photos in hopes to “update”
those old images and begin a “digital” album of
the endless amounts of photos I have taken. I
have almost come to the realization that the negatives and slides and photos should remain as such.
Trying to update these images as digital files with
the clarity and quality of the modern digital image
just requires too much work and effort. Maybe I
will give it another try someday. I will just have to
realize that not all photos need to be updated and
made into a digital file.
So, back to the question at hand, has the printed
photo found its end? When was the last time you
had some photos printed? For me, the only time I
print a photo is for our yearly APC photo exhibit
show for display. 1 or 2 nice large printed canvas
images that will be displayed in a gallery for a few
weeks and then taken home or to the office to be
viewed and then stored.
I, as many, do not have the courage to dispose of
the many thousands of photos that have been
stored for years in hopes of being viewed someday and to be held as a precious memory.

Mike King
APC President
Mking0379@gmail.com
336-260-0379
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Alamance Photography Club
Annual dues for 2019
Individual = $40.00

Family = $60.00

Student = $15.00
Payable by check* or Cash at future meetings.
*Members who wish to pay their dues by mail with a check may pick up
from the Treasurer a self-addressed envelope at the meetings. Note: If
dues are paid by a bank automatic check, be sure to pick up information
regarding the recent change of address for the Treasurer.

Member’s Name will be removed from membership
Roster for Non-payment of dues after
February 19, 2019

President

Mike King

Outings/Field Trips

Hugh Comfort

1st & 2nd V/P and
Program Chairs

Dave Kaplan
Scott Duvall

Publicity Chair

Jayne Tapia

Secretary

George Siple

Exhibit Chair

Sandra Whitesell

Treasurer

Nancy Jacobus

Membership Chair

Carole Barnard

Twin Lakes Rep.

Len Barnard

Web Master

JP Lavoie

Past President

Len Barnard

Editor

Ray Munns

PhotoShow Committee
Chair
Keith O'Leary
Members
David Asher
Herbert House
Gene Lentz
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January 21st PhotoShow - Members Choice

Keith O’Leary, PhotoShow Chair
We encourage ALL members to submit photographs on ANY topic for this month’s PhotoShow. We would like to see EVERYONE represented! This month members will participate in the critique of submitted photographs! Additional information about this process
will be sent out in early January.
We try to keep the number of photos to 50. Therefore, we ask that you submit a maximum
of two (2) photos. We may only use one of your photos based on the number of entries.
PLEASE indicate your preferred photo in the file name of each photo (1 or 2; See information below). If you have any issues with formatting, please let us know
(apcphotoshow@gmail.com) and we will be happy to assist. Please let us know
(apcphotoshow@gmail.com) if your submitted photo is not acknowledged within a few
days!

Submission Details
Number of Entries
Two (2) entries per member. Please indicate your preferred photo with the number 1.
Size
As large as you can send it. Please do not submit anything smaller than 1024 x 768.
Format
.jpg
File Name
Please rename your photos using the following format:
Firstname_lastname_01 or 02 (preferred photo)_Meeting Date in mm-yyyy format.
Example: keith_oleary_01_01-2019.jpg keith_oleary_02_01-2019.jpg
Email
Email Address—Send all images to: apcphotoshow@gmail.com
Email Subject Line: Please put the month of the PhotoShow – your first name and last
initial.
Example: January - Keith O.
Entry Deadline: PLEASE NOTE THE NEW ENTRY DEADLINE of 5PM on Monday, January
7th, 2019. This will permit the critique of photos by members.
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Club Members Gallery

A Photographic Journey
By Herbert House
A World War II box camera given to me by an uncle when I was only
eight gave me my first heady experience as a photographer. It was
mostly used for family memories. Later, I received a Brownie Hawkeye for Christmas. That little Hawkeye documented family life
throughout high school and followed me to college!

I learned how to use a Petri rangefinder 35mm during a weekly photography course in graduate school and spent a weekend with the
class photographing waterfalls and nature.
A darkroom in the science department at Lander College provided a
basis for a self-taught course in dodging/burning techniques. Aside
from previous family record photography, this marked a first attempt
at serious photography!
Joining the local photography club (Alamance Image Makers) after moving to Burlington in 1977 provided
additional opportunities for learning. Teaching at Elon University soon got in the way of photography and
I reverted mainly to family record shots and flowers while on vacation. Retirement from Elon University
has meant putting Human Anatomy and Human Physiology in the background while now enjoying photography, cooking, gardening, reading, piano, hiking and mountain biking (too much for too little time!).
A Nikon D90 became my first digital camera soon after retirement and I am now learning to use a new
Nikon D7500. In addition to an 18-105mm (f3.5-5.6) zoom, I’ve added a 105mm (f2.8) macro lens and a
70-300mm (f4.5-5.6) zoom. Nowadays photos are taken only in raw format using “back button” focus as
well as using an IPhone. A couple of higher quality lenses might be nice to have in the future!
As a natural risk taker in many things, I’m always interested in new ideas, tools, technology and processes.
This attitude has provided many challenging opportunities and taught me a lot, especially in photography, as
well as occasionally getting me into trouble! Photographing flowers and wildlife is my major interest. I also
enjoy the various themes the Photo Show topics provide. These assignments offer a challenge to get out and
photograph something new before the deadline!
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Club Members Gallery . . . continued
As a family with a complete “Apple ecosystem”, I use “Photos” on the iMac as well as Lightroom software. Snapseed for the iPad/iPhone has become a quick and easy editing tool, occasionally combining
with Photos and Lightroom. The camera SD card is inserted into an IPad dongle for transferring photos to
the IPad and then opened in Snapseed. I’ve learned though, that you have to watch for image degradation!

My philosophy is to keep up as much as possible in areas of interest and never give up learning new
equipment or procedures. I am still learning that it is the photographer that makes a photograph not the
camera!
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Club Members Gallery . . . continued

Photos
By
Herbert

HAPPY NEW YEAR !
Membership Memo
Our Club year ended with our annual Christmas Party on December 17 with a good attendance and happy faces. This social event is a time when we come together to enjoy good food, fun and fellowship. This allows us to get to know our fellow members
and their spouse or special someone.
Dave Kaplan was the roving photographer that evening so we wonder when and where
we will be surprised to see some party images appear! Our Treasurer, Nancy Jacobus, set up her office in the kitchen and was busy accepting payment for membership dues. We are very glad to see so many members renewing their membership for
next year.
Speaking of next year, we have a strong slate of officers on the APC Board. Returning President Mike King will lead us through another exciting year along with 1 st Vice
President Dave Kaplan, 2nd Vice President Scott Duvall, Secretary George Siple and
Treasurer Nancy Jacobus. Our Board and Committee Chairs need the support of
each of us to continue to be a strong Club. Please be aware that every member is
important and participation in all activities or committees is needed.
I am so pleased to see our Club enter our eighth year of existence! We held our
first organizational meeting in January of 2012 and have grown in size and experience in many areas. As I close this first membership article of 2019, I wish each of
you good health and happiness…… and miles of smiles.
Carole Barnard, Membership Chair
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Christmas Party Photos by Dave Kaplan
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Attention Please!!
 I hope you are enjoying learning more about our members through

our Club Members Gallery. It’s a great learning opportunity for us.
At the same time, it enables the rest of us to learn more about YOU.
If you are interested in participating in the “gallery”, let me know.
Your brief “bio” and a few of your favorite photos representing your
photographic interests is all that’s needed. As of this moment,
there is no one in line for our February newsletter. Would love to
hear from you at: raymunns@bellsouth.net.
 Wow! What a snow we had in early December. From what I heard

most areas near Burlington got close to a foot of snow. If you took a
few snow photos that you would like to share in our newsletter,
send me some. I’ll plan on publishing them in our February newsletter. This invitation includes photos taken in January 2019 if we
get more snow/ice. Use the same email address as above.
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A Short Guide to Winter Photography
Winter is a magical time. The days become shorter, the temperature drops, and landscapes
transform into dream-like scenes unique from any other time of the year. Yet capturing
these winter wonderlands can present some challenges. Here are a few of the things you
need to know to get the most out of your winter photography journey.

Settings
One of the trickiest things about winter photography is photographing snow.

Getting the Correct Exposure
Snow tricks your camera’s metering system and if you don’t compensate for it, you’ll find
your photos coming out dull and gray. Luckily it’s an easy fix—simply adjust your exposure
compensation. For an overcast day, try anywhere between +0.3 and +0.7. For bright, sunlit
snow scenes you might have to go up to +1 or +2. You’ll need to experiment to find the
one that’s best for your camera and the particular scene you’re shooting. If in doubt, you
can always set the bracketing on your camera for a “normal” exposure, and then +1 and
+2.
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A Short Guide to Winter Photography . . . Continued

White Balance
If you’re shooting a bright, sunny snow scene in auto, you’ve probably discovered that the
“whites” in your photo tend to have a blue tinge. This is because the automatic white balance in your camera gets confused by the brightness of the scene. Try setting your white
balance to its shade setting (between 7500-8000k). This should bring out the proper tones.

Setting Out into the Landscape
Some of the best winter shots
are taken out in the field,
among beautiful snow-laden
trees and sparkling streams.
But beware, moisture and
cold can do a number on both
you and your camera gear!
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A Short Guide to Winter Photography . . . Continued

Be Prepared
If you’re going out into the inclement weather, it’s important to make sure both you and your
camera come dressed properly. It’s no fun if your hands become frozen in the midst of a shoot or
if your camera gets so wet it stops working. Make sure you have the right boots, gloves, and other gear for your adventure. If you’ll be traveling far away from buildings or your vehicle, it’s always a good idea to bring extra food and water.
Similarly, make sure you have some sort of moisture protection for your camera, both while
tromping around and while shooting. This can be in the
form of an umbrella (on a windless day), a DSLR rain jacket, or even a heavy-duty plastic bag. You can protect the
lens a bit by keeping the lens hood on and pointing your
camera down and away from the wind when you’re not
actively shooting. If snow or rain does get onto the lens,
don’t try to blow it off with your breath—that will only
add moisture. Instead, use a lens brush or soft chamois.
Photo Credit: Ryan James Christopher

Batteries, Batteries, Batteries
If you’re going out in freezing temperatures, be aware of how
the cold affects batteries. Most DSLRs use Lithium-ion, NiCad
or NiMH batteries and these will perform normally down to
about 32° F (0° C). Below that, though, they’ll drain quickly—
the colder it is, the more quickly you’ll find yourself out of
juice. The good news is that they’ll regain their power once
they’re warmed up again. The bad news is that that can take a
while. Always keep a few extra fully-charged batteries with
you, ideally in an inner pocket near your body heat. You can
also try placing a hand warmer in the pocket with them. This
will keep them nice and toasty and help them recover more
quickly. (It will also keep your hands warm).
Note: Alkaline batteries really struggle with the cold, so it’s
best to avoid them altogether in winter weather.
Photo Credit: Joao Branco
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A Short Guide to Winter Photography . . . Continued
Make sure you come prepared. Sometimes the unexpected happens and you find there’s no
place to take shelter.

Avoid Condensation
Ever walk into a heated room (or car)
from a cold winter’s day and watch condensation form on your camera? The air
in heated vehicles and buildings often
contains moisture, and this moisture will
make a beeline for any cold metal, including your camera gear. The moment
you enter with an ice-cold camera, that
moisture will condense both on and inside your camera. One thing you can do
is place your gear in an airtight plastic bag before going indoors. (A self-sealing freezer bag will
work fine.) Leave your gear in the bag until everything reaches room temperature. Sometimes
your camera bag will also suffice, but be careful there—sometimes I have occasionally found condensation on my camera even though it was sitting in my camera bag.
If condensation does get into your gear, take out the batteries and let things sit until all the moisture has evaporated and things are completely dry.

What to Do If Your Camera Gets Wet
If you do a lot of winter photography, odds are
that your camera’s going to get wet at some
point in time. (It happens to the best of us!) If
that happens, don’t wipe off the moisture—
that might push it inside. Instead, take the
batteries out, wrap the camera in a soft, dry
towel, and then let it sit for a while. The towel
should then absorb the moisture.
Photo Credit: Jonatan Pie

Photographing animals in the winter brings its own delights.
With a few precautions and the correct camera settings, you’ll be well on your way to capturing
all that winter landscapes have to offer. Happy winter shooting!
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The Importance of Learning from Failure to Help
You Grow as a Photographer
By: Simon Ringsmuth
There’s a scene in the 1995 movie Apollo 13 when Gene Kranz, flight commander of the illfated moon mission, tells his team that, “Failure is not an option” as they struggle to find a
way to bring three astronauts home from the depths of space. While that moment certainly makes for dramatic storytelling, it’s often far from the case when photography is concerned.
I would even go so far as to say failure is not only an option but necessary for you to grow
as a photographer. There will be times in your photographic journey that things just don’t
go as you had hoped despite how much you plan ahead. While some of these instances
might slow you down, the important part is learning from failure, growing from your mistakes, and becoming a better photographer as a result.
This picture turned out great, but there have been plenty over the years that didn’t.

I would like to share some things I’ve learned over the years from times that I have failed.
Hopefully, this will help you benefit from my experiences.
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued

Know your gear well
On some of my first sessions with clients, I had a very difficult time getting my camera to
do what I wanted it to do, and many of my images were ruined because of it. A few were
too bright, others were too dark, and some weren’t even in focus.

Luckily I shot in RAW so I could fix some of the issues in Lightroom. But things would have
gone a lot smoother if I had just taken the time to understand my camera, learning how to
use it and knowing what to do when shooting instead of spending hours adjusting images
afterward.

Your camera is loaded with buttons, dials,
menus, and options. Do you know what they
all do?

Example
To illustrate what I mean by this, take
a look at the following image I shot
almost five years ago. Thankfully I
did this session as a favor for some
friends of our family because looking
back on it I would feel terrible if I
charged them money for these pictures!
I remember being frustrated at seeing the LCD screen of my Nikon
D7100 as I took these pictures because they were all coming out so dark! I didn’t know
what was wrong, and I didn’t know what to change on my camera to fix the problem.
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued
Looking back there was any number of remedies for this overly-dark photograph that I
could have used. Had I only known how to actually work the knobs and dials on my camera, simple things like the following could have solved it:
 Adjust the exposure compensation (duh!).
 Change to spot metering instead of matrix metering (of course!).
 Locked exposure on a bright part of the scene and recomposed the shot (why not?).
Thankfully I used RAW and not JPG so the image wasn’t a total loss, but the skin tones are
washed out and the picture is not nearly as vibrant and dynamic as if I had just gotten it
right at the time of the shoot.

Clearly, I had a lot to learn about
lighting, composition, and why having clients sit on a canvas drop-cloth
with their feet out is not a good idea.

This advice is not just for newbies
This advice isn’t just for professional sessions with clients either. Something happens when
you get new gear and want to put it through its paces. I attended a wedding recently as a
guest, not as the official photographer, but I had my shiny new Fuji X100F with me and
even though I thought I knew how to operate it, I made a crucial mistake that cost me a lot
of good shots throughout the evening.
For a good 20 minutes I couldn’t figure out why my camera wasn’t focusing right and all
my shots were coming out poorly exposed. Finally, I realized that I had accidentally activated the built-in ND filter. There was even an icon on the LCD screen indicating the ND filter
was turned on, but I didn’t see it because I just wasn’t as familiar with the camera as I
should have been.
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued
Suffice it to say I felt like a complete
amateur when I realized that a mistake I made had ruined so many good
photo opportunities, but I quickly
learned from it and hopefully now
you can too!

Familiarize yourself with the location beforehand
Years ago, not too long after I got my Nikon D200 and 50mm lens, I thought I was a pretty
big deal and knew everything there was to know about pictures. After all, I had a prime
lens! What else was there to understand? (Spoiler alert: A lot. A whole lot!)
One of the biggest mistakes I made during this early period was to show up for photo sessions without ever having been to the location beforehand. This made it impossible, as
any seasoned photographer would know, to plan out some of the basic essentials of a
photo shoot and look for things like lighting, foreground and background elements, and
even where to have my clients sit, stand, or walk.

Hard lesson to learn - The worst offender of the bunch was a session I did for a high school
senior where most of the pictures turned out – well, let’s just say less than ideal because I
failed to plan ahead in terms of the
physical location. We agreed to
meet at a cross-country track, with
almost no natural shade, at 5 pm.

From one of my first high school
senior sessions, and one I wish I
could erase from existence altogether.
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued
This is what happened: After searching for something, anything, to block the sun so he
wasn’t squinting – I finally found this set of metal bleachers behind a tree. But because I
didn’t understand how to operate my camera to get the exposure right (see failure tip #1) I
got shots that were lit like some kind of circus act and were far too over or underexposed.
If I had taken some time to visit the location first I could have at least mentioned some alternative places at the track, or even suggested a different location entirely. Instead, I got
out of my car and met the client and his mom with the kind of overconfident swagger that
only a new wet-behind-the-ears photographer has, and ended up biffing most of the shots.
I did scrape by with enough competent shots to make it worth their while, but nonetheless, I walked away having learned something I will never forget.

This was from one of my more recent high school senior sessions. I think it’s just a bit
better, don’t you?
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued

A few more for good measure
There are a host of other times I have failed as a photographer but each time I have tried
to engage in some self-reflection and understand where I went wrong, As well, I tried to
talk with other photographer friends, so I don’t make the same mistakes in the future.
My work has grown, and so have I, as a result of these failures. I would almost go so far as
to say that failure is downright essential if you want to refine your craft as a photographer.

It took years of poor decisions and overlooking the obvious for me to learn enough about
photography to take this simple picture of a dogwood flower.
Without going into too much detail, here are just a couple of other times I have swung and
missed, photographically speaking, over the years along with a bit of caution for others
thrown in for good measure.
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued

When in doubt, take more photos
I was born in 1980 and grew up in the era of physical film, so when I got my first digital
camera, I carried that mentality with me. As a result, I missed out on a lot of good shots,
especially with clients, because I thought I already had enough and didn’t want to fill up
my memory card.
With the price of memory cards being so astronomically low, there is no excuse for not taking enough pictures, and you can just delete them later if you need to.

Control your depth of field
After I got my 85mm f/1.8 lens I took it out to a photo session with clients before thoroughly using and understanding it, which is always a big mistake. I also thought that I could
shoot everything at f/1.8 because it gave me such a cool background blur!
What I didn’t realize at the time was the extra-large aperture was also causing half the
people to be out of focus due to the insanely shallow depth of field. Just because your lens
has a super wide aperture doesn’t mean you should always use it. When in doubt, stop it
down a bit.

I focused on the mother, front and center, and shot this with my 85mm lens at f/1.8 to get
a blurry background. What I didn’t realize was that also meant the husband was out of focus as a result.
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Importance of Learning from Failure to Help You Grow as a Photographer . . . Continued

Know when enough is enough
This one is going to vary depending on the type of photography you do. But as someone
who takes a lot of family and child photos, it’s important to know when to hold ’em and
know when to fold ’em.

Kids, and even parents, can be fickle and there were times early on when I would drag out
photo sessions long after I should have called it quits. “Hey let’s get some more shots over
there!” I would say. My clients would begrudgingly oblige while I scampered off ahead of
them in a vain effort to capture authentic smiles and emotions.
Dragging out a photo session won’t help you get better pictures. But it will make your clients roll their eyes and think about booking someone else next time. Someone who will
take a hint and pay attention to their needs!

I learned over the years that kids just
don’t last long at family photo sessions,
so I took a ton of pictures and tried to
keep things interesting by switching up
the poses. 20 minutes later these kids
were ready to be done, and I could
have tried to stretch things out further
but it would have only led to frustration.

Conclusion
These are just a few of the many lessons I have learned over the years that, while painful
at the time, have served me well in the long run.
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Long Exposure Techniques:
Mystical Landscapes
Ever feel inspired by the mysterious, other-worldly feeling that many landscape photos on
sites like 500px evoke? They’re often full of streaking clouds, glassy water, misty waves,
and a sense of mystery and calmness that pervades the frame. Many of these are created
using long exposure techniques that aren’t particularly difficult to master. All you need is a

DSLR (or mirrorless camera), a 10-stop ND filter, a tripod, a shutter release cable…and a
little technological knowhow.

Photo Credit: Trevor Cole
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Long Exposure Techniques: Mystical Landscapes . . . Continued

Why an ND Filter?
Neutral density (ND) filters cut down
the amount of light entering the lens.
As a result, the shutter will need to
be open longer to get the correct exposure—hence ‘long exposure.’ The
darker the filter, the longer the exposure needed. With a 10-stop filter,
you can achieve exposure times
much longer than your camera could
do on its own. Artistically, that means
you’ll have silkier water, longer
streaks in your clouds, and a greater
effect overall.

Choosing Your Subject
Long exposures work best on
landscapes where there’s motion, either in clouds, grasses,
or water. Actually, anything
that’s clearly moving is an opportunity to explore. As with all
landscapes, shooting at the
golden hour or near sunset/
sunrise will give you some of
the best light in the sky, so it’s
best to start there. At the same
time, avoid having the sun in
your composition, as the area
of overexposure it will create
will be hard to edit out.

Photo Credit: Tianshu Liu
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Long Exposure Techniques: Mystical Landscapes . . . Continued

Focusing
The interesting—and challenging—thing about working with a 10-stop ND filter is that neither you nor
your camera will be able to see anything through it once you put it on the lens. That means you have to
do your focusing before putting it on. If you operate purely in manual, that will be easy. But if you tend to

use your camera’s autofocus, you’ll need to go through a few extra steps. Here’s one method:
Step 1: Set your camera to the aperture priority mode, dial in your settings (ISO, aperture, etc.), and set
your focus (by half-pressing the shutter button). Once you’re satisfied with the focus and exposure,
switch to manual mode to avoid your camera trying to refocus later.

Step 2: Carefully attach the filter. (Make sure you have your tripod locked down so nothing slips.)
Step 3: Set your camera to “Bulb” mode and manually increase your exposure time by 10 stops. (Most
likely this will be 30 clicks of the dial as most cameras are set to 1/3 stop increments.)
Step 4: Block the light out of your viewfinder with your hand, a piece of black card, or the covering that
comes with your camera. (If you’re using your hand, be careful not to touch the camera as this can introduce camera shake into the photo.) Now, using your remote shutter release, take your first shot, being
careful not to touch the camera until it’s completely finished.
Step 5: Check to see if the exposure was correct. All ND filters have slight variances, some of which you
might need to compensate for. You might also want to make your own creative adjustments.
Pro Tip: Check your histogram after you first use your autofocus and again after you’ve taken the long exposure shot. If they’re roughly the same, you’ve succeeded!

Photo Credit: Nathan Anderson
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Long Exposure Techniques: Mystical Landscapes . . . Continued

Editing Your Photo
If you’re using an inexpensive ND filter, chances are that it will introduce some kind of color cast to your image. That means that you’ll more than likely have to change the white
balance and/or remove the color cast with other adjustments. If you shot in Raw, it will be
a fairly easy adjustment. But if you’re taking a lot of photos of the same scene, you might
want to batch process them with the corrections.

Photo Credit: Brandon Kawamura
That’s all there is to it. Now you’re ready to pack your bag and head out to capture those

mystical shots. Good luck!

Happy New Year!
Rm

